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driving forces behind recycling is the threat of legislation that would

require companies that they take more responsibility for the disposal

of its products.(A) that they take more responsibility for the disposal

of its products(B) that they should take more responsibility for

disposing of products(C) having to take more responsibility for

disposing of their products(D) to take more responsibility for the

disposal of their products(E) taking more responsibility for their

product’s disposal2. Poor management, outdated technology,

competition from overseas, and steel’s replacement to materials

like aluminum and fiber-reinforced plastics have all been cited as

causes for the decline of the United States steel industry.(A) steel’s

replacement to materials like(B) the replacement of steel by such

materials as(C) the replacing of steel with materials of(D) the

replacing of steel by means of materials like(E) to replace steel by

materials such as3. The evolution of the technology of

microelectronics over the past decade has been so rapid that it is

sometimes called a revolution.(A) has been so rapid that it is

sometimes(B) has been rapid enough sometimes to be(C) has been

rapid enough it is sometimes(D) is so rapid it has sometimes been(E)

is so rapid that it is sometimes4. Comparing the Quechans with other

Native Americans of the Southwest, the Quechans were singularly

uninterested in the accumulation of material wealth or in the crafting



of elaborate pottery and basketry.(A) Comparing the Quechans with

other Native Americans of the Southwest, the Quechans(B) When

you compare the Quechans to other Native Americans of the

Southwest, they(C) When other Native Americans of the Southwest

are compared to the Quechans, they(D) Comparison to other

Native Americans of the Southwest shows that the Quechans(E)

Compared with other Native Americans of the Southwest, the

Quechans5. Contrary to popular belief, victors in the ancient Greek

Olympic Games received cash prizes in addition to their laurel

wreaths.(A) Contrary to(B) In contrast with(C) Opposite of(D)

Unlike(E) In spite of6. The guiding principles of the tax plan released

by the Treasury Department could have even a greater significance

for the economy than the particulars of the plan.(A) even a greater

significance for the economy than(B) a significance that is even

greater for the economy than(C) even greater significance for the

economy than have(D) even greater significance for the economy

than do(E) a significance even greater for the economy than have7.

One noted economist has made a comparison of the Federal Reserve

and an automobile as racing through a tunnel, bouncing first off one

wall, then the other. the car may get where it is going, but people may

be hurt in the process.(A) made a comparison of the Federal Reserve

and an automobile as racing through a tunnel, bouncing(B) made a

comparison between the Federal Reserve and an automobile racing

through a tunnel, bouncing(C) compared the Federal Reserve with

an automobile as racing through a tunnel and which bounced(D)

compared the Federal Reserve to an automobile racing through a



tunnel, bouncing(E) compared the Federal Reserve with an

automobile that races through a tunnel and it bounces8. The

demand for airplane mechanics is expected to grow about ten

percent a year in the next decade, largely because new federal rules

calling for major modifications to older planes and because the

airlines are adding hundreds of new jets.(A) new federal rules calling

for major modifications to older planes(B) new federal rules, which

call for major modifications to older planes(C) new federal rules call

for major modifications to older planes(D) major modifications to

older planes called for by new federal rules(E) major modifications

to older planes are called for according to new federal rules9. The

proposed urban development zones do not represent a new

principle. it was employed in “Operation Bootstrap” in Puerto

Rico.(A) do not represent a new principle. it(B) represent not a new

principle, but one that(C) are not a new principle. the same one(D)

are not a new principle, but one that(E) are not new in principle.

it10. The report on the gross national productthe nation’s total

production of goods and servicesshowed that second-quarter

inflation was somewhat lower than a previous estimation and the

savings rate slightly higher.(A) a previous estimation and the savings

rate slightly higher(B) a previous estimation and with a slightly higher

savings rate(C) a previous estimate and that the savings rate is slightly

higher(D) previously estimated and a slightly higher savings rate(E)

previously estimated and that the savings rate was slightly higher11.

The lack of complete historical records from the mid-to-late 1800’s

have made some Black inventions difficult to trace to their



originators.(A) have made some Black inventions difficult to trace to

their originators(B) have made for difficulties in tracing some

inventions by Blacks to their originators(C) have made it difficult to

trace some inventions by Blacks to their originators(D) has made it

difficult to trace some inventions to their Black originators(E) has

made it difficult in tracing some Black inventions to their

originators12. Alaska regularly deposits some of its profits from the

sale of oil into a special fund, with the intention to sustain the state

’s economy after the exhaustion of its oil reserves.(A) fund, with

the intention to sustain the state’s economy after the exhaustion of

its oil reserves(B) fund, the intention of which is to sustain the state

’s economy after they have exhausted their oil reserves(C) fund

intended to sustain the state’s economy after oil reserves are

exhausted(D) fund intended to sustain the state’s economy after

exhausting its oil reserves(E) fund that they intend to sustain the state

’s economy after oil reserves are exhausted13. The nation’s three

military academies have seen a dramatic rise in applications, one

fueled by a resurgence of patriotism, increasing tuition costs at

private colleges, and improved recruiting by the academies.(A) one

fueled by a resurgence of patriotism, increasing tuition costs at

private colleges, and improved recruiting by the academies(B) one

fueled by a resurgence of patriotism, tuition costs that have increased

at private colleges, and academies improving their recruiting(C) one

fueled by a resurgence of patriotism, private colleges that increased

their tuition costs, and recruiting improvements by the

academies(D) fueled by a resurgence of patriotism, tuition costs



increasing at private colleges, and academies improving their

recruiting(E) fueled by a resurgence of patriotism, increasing tuition

costs at private colleges, and academies improving their recruiting
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